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IN CHAMPAIGN COUNTY COURT
101 E. MAIN ST,    URBANA IL 61801
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JAMES FRANK OSTERBUR
2191 county road 2500 E.  St. Joseph IL   61873
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Vs

STATE OF ILLINOIS
GOVERNOR;   P. QUINN
207 state house,   Springfield IL 62706
ILLINOIS DEPT OF REVENUE; James R Thompson center, concourse level 100
W. Randolph st, Chicago IL 60601-3274
 IL Attorney general:   1776 E.  Washington st Urbana IL 61803

DATED:    1/ 5/ 11                                    CASE #: 10-MR-853

SUPPLEMENT TO BRIEF

In this legal battleground for control of this democracy called the state of IL. 
The difference between we the people rule/ or “them the rulers decide”.   Is a
difference built upon the relationships we share:  with a constitution, as the
foundation of our lives, state, and nation.  These relationships we have with all
employees over the realities of our lives/ and the purpose we design for ourselves,
as a people: have been changed from equals:   to those who either became, their
slaves/ rather than equals, through pensions, unions, etc; or were simply discarded; 
we don’t need you anymore.  When reality proves that “the rulers have taken
millions for themselves”/ have formed an army against us, as is the university
diploma who now controls every decision, and clearly leads us to the realities of
this day; to a coming civil war ending this democracy forever.  Their decisions in
greed,  took over every independent business by  giving away monopolies,
protecting us not at all.  Selling  the press, to the “rich” so they could propagate
anything they desired and control elections.   Or more simply our employees have
done, everything else they possibly could to deliberately sell this democracy for
their greed.  Allowing anyone to bribe or flattering them/ worshiping those who
did.  That destructions of our businesses, the failure to respect truth; thereby
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giving all the money away to themselves, the work and our respect to foreign
nations.  The failure of nearly every security we have, as both state and nation. 
The crucifixion of genetics;   by mutilating nature (nature is the genetic code)/
gambling with our lives and our planet/ discarding every resource, and threatening
every future with extinction:   just to play this game of greed, pride, insanity,
power, and selfishness, a little bit longer.  Has without doubt,  proven a need for
redress of grievances far beyond any possible conception that the people who built
and died for this democracy could have considered possible. 

The essence of this truth now comes down to the consequence of those who
believe they are masters by:   the means of money; which they claimed by inflating
the numbers beyond all reality. As a state spending beyond all hope of payment. 
Producing state and nation:   built on fantasy and delusion.  By a university
diploma.  Even so, the clear intent is to own us: NOT honor us, as we the people. 
The foundation reality is:   by making us slaves to their claim in numbers so far
exceeding reality that one thousand years of work and every resource on the planet
COULD NOT satisfy these so called debts.  Our money is inflated beyond all hope
of sanity, reality, justice, or fair play.  That means we are paid nothing; because
debts and inflation too it all!  Instead we are given lies for our work/   given
trinkets and toys to placate “the herd” .  While our  employees take our lives for
granted, and the “rich” rule the day with foreclosures and other weapons of
destruction and fear to control “the slaves we have become, by the numbers/ and
keep the herd penned”.  People who cannot or will not think for themselves
become a herd/ because its all that is left of their humanity.  As a group they
follow a few/ believing in numbers.  Small independent packs of predators then
appear, because some will refuse their slavery, and turn to revenge, violence, and
terror to make the “masters” believe:    FEAR me too.  Such is the failure of those
who have deliberately tried to consume the others, by the use of numbers to claim
ownership of our lives.  By controlling access to food, shelter, and every other
aspect of survival through these numbers.  By taking away the businesses which
we depend upon/ replacing them with a few monopolies/ by taking our
communication and giving it to the few “rich” to decide what propaganda we shall
hear/ by failing to protect us in any way, shape, or form.   Our leaders/ our
employees, have made us all slaves/ have demanded involuntary servitude; the
money has no real value.  Our leaders/ our employees  are consuming, or allowing 
our future to be consumed in every conceivable way; assassinating the children. 
Our resources are being lost, it is a finite world/ our nature is being crucified; we
cannot rebuild or repair/ our hopes for ownership of anything is being consumed
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through foreclosures and the endless give away of money to the wealthy; so they
can buy our lives and our property with these inflated  numbers, THEY CALL
“our debt”. 

 OUR EMPLOYEES MUST ACCOUNT for the reality of what they have
done. That is constitutional law; let the people decide!  Let the truth be absolutely
clear/ the purpose without corruption: SIMPLY THE TRUTH OF DEMOCRACY,
and the reality of what freedom, justice, fair play, and equality must mean; to
establish our lives in liberty.  

OUR LEGAL REMEDY for all these failures is to withhold taxes/ UNTIL
OUR REDRESS TRIAL, over the employees of this state has been satisfied.  Not
the failure to file.  Not a claim, that we do not owe ourselves a government/
therefore we must do our part with tax.  This is about ownership.  The right to
refuse our employees a job, or pay, for failure and disgrace.  The right to assemble
those who lie, cheat, and steal from us: and demand trial to determine what our
next action as the legal owners of this state shall be.  By vote, and majority rule.

OUR LEGAL RIGHT as declared and proven owners of this nation/ this
state:   is we will decide what the penalties are, for failure/ disgrace/ disrespect/
economic bankruptcy/ threats of extinction/ lies/ stealing/ monopolies against us/
and a university whose leadership has led to all these things.  We the people, ARE
THE OWNERS.    YOU, the employees of this government designed, built, and
protected by the soldiers of this nation FOR OUR BENEFIT/: as WE THE
PEOPLE.  Are intended to protect and defend according to constitutional
foundations; as is proven by oath.   OUR GOVERNMENT, is  Not just for your
benefit.  Therefore our employees,   ARE ON TRIAL, through redress. 

 Mercy belongs to the people themselves/ it is their lives you have forsaken
with your greed/ pride/ failure, fantasy, insanity, and delusions.

Redress is the proof of our ownership/ our reality called a democracy: both
as this state of ILLINOIS, and this nation called the United States of America.  It
is nothing more or less.  The denial of redress, of legal first amendment right/ our
constitutional right defended within the Illinois constitution IS THE LAW:  
thereby refusal as is denial, means:   traitors have come/ the court is in open and
full rebellion of the law/ the employees have committed treason.

Prove me wrong.  Prove our employees of this state protected us from
“anything important”;   as would be the inflation of money as a nation/ or the
failure of debts as a state. Or the reality of relatively new pesticides and genetic
mutilations that are killing “the pollinators” of our world.  Etc/ etc/ etc.
Incompetency IS NOT a claim for reward.  There is NO PAY, for treason.
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  Therefore we go directly to trial, under THE LAW, called redress of
grievances; both state and nation.  In the simple honesty: ITS OUR LIVES, you have
been playing with.  It is our state and nation by our own employees that have attacked us. The
time for change has arrived.


